
With increasingly volale markets and more 
businesses looking to switch to greener 
energy suppliers, we have put together a 
series of trusted partnerships, allowing us to 
offer addional value to new and exisng 
clients. 

What are PPAs 
A A Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) is an 
upfront contractual agreement allowing you 
to sell your excess energy back to the grid, 
generang a further return on investment 
from renewable technologies. 

How it works & the benefits 
Our LaOur Large Scale PPAs cater for any Solar 
generator over 500kW or any wind generator 
over 250kW. You will be able to access your 
account via an on line portal, allowing you to 
monitor and assess the revenue your PPA is 
making. 

IndiIndigo Swan are commied to supporng 
customers on their carbon neutral journey. 
Not only will having a large scale PPA through 
Indigo Swan & Zeigo help you to reduce your 
overall energy costs, it will also help 
businesses with their corporate social 
rresponsibility, helping the UK to meet its 
ambious Net Zero targets for 2050.  

By entering into a PPA with Indigo Swan, you 
can have reassurance that you're in good hands. 
With our dedicated team, we can help secure 
the best contract for your business using our 
market insights and partner relaons. 

About Zeigo 
Zeigo is a digital PPA plaorm providing 
ggenerators and developers with a dual route to 
market via Corporate and Ulity off-takers. 
Using the latest technology, Zeigo helps secure 
best terms in the market simply and efficiently. 

We are working with Zeigo to offer Ulity style 
PPAs and will offer compe ve rates for energy 
sold back to the grid. 

YYou can find out more about our 
Sustainability Partnerships on our website. 

What next? 
If you would like to find out more about Large 
Scale Power Purchase Agreements and explore 
what opons are available to you, please get in 
touch by emailing us at 
hello@indihello@indigoswan.co.uk 

energy contracts enthusiasts
Contact us
Email: hello@indigoswan.co.uk | Telephone: 0333 320 0475

We’re Indigo Swan, energy contract enthusiasts. Our tailored service fuses relentless efficiencies 
with a colourful personality, and an unflinching commitment to finding a beer way. We’re proud 
to be exceponal. This, alongside our world class team, is what makes our service award-winning.
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